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Box 1

**Egypt**
Bob Harwood LT assignment

**Yemen**
A. Dibble LT assignment

**TSM Contract #279-0052-I-006013-00**

**Indonesia (INDOPRIN)**
Indonesia Principles Subagreement

**Zimbabwe**
M. Nziramasanga assignment

**Dry Bean/Cowpea CRSP**
Misc. 1979-86 files

**Malawi**
J. Cvancara TDY

**Sudan/TVA**
L. Rogers & G. Rodewald assignments

**Romania**
Management Training & Economics Educ. (SBDC-Tolar)

Box 2

**Misc. Agronomy/Lumpkin proposals:**
Intl. Rice Res. Institute
Azolla Germplasm
Madagascar & Nepal

**Kenya: Heartwater Vaccine**

**Pakistan PISRP Project:**
Pre-Contract
Contract
Implementation
Personnel
Training